### Day 1

**Zhangjiajie/Changsha (4.5 hours trip)**

- **08:30** Pick up in the **Lobby** of Jiaxing Hotel.
- **12:00 – 12:30** Having lunch on the way.
- **13:30** Trip to **[Tianmenshan Mountain] National Forest Park**.
- **14:00** Takes the longest ropeway in the World (7455 m) **[Avenue of Babel]**.
- **15:00** Take the Tianmen Men Cave Staircase, climb the 999 steps, **[Tianmen Cave]** or take the **escalator**.
- **16:00** Take the cable car to **[Yunmeng fairy top]**, the Sky Garden, Mountain Temple.
- **17:30** Take cable car down mountain.
- **18:00** Dinner.
- **19:00** Check in

### Day 2

**Wulingyuan**

- **08:00** Breakfast
- **08:30** Trip to Zhangjiajie scenic spot in **[Wulingyuan]**
- **09:00-12:00** Take cable car to the mountains. Take **[Dragon ladder]** – World’s longest outdoors elevator to Yuanjiajie scenery tour.
- Including "Avatar" location, Hallelujah mountains.
- **12:00-12:30** Lunch
- **12:30-14:30** Trip to **[Tianzishan Scenic Park]**
- **14:40-15:00** Take cableway down the mountain.
- **15:00-16:30** Take cable car **[ten galleries]**
- **16:30** Return to Pullman hotel
- **17:00** Back to Changsha
- **22:00** Arrive in Jiaxing Hotel

### Numbers: 10 people

**Price Includes:**
- 1. Traffic: Tour bus, seat guaranteed.
- 2. Tickets: Listed above all included.
- 3. Hotel: Pullman Hotel.
- 6. Personal accident insurance for travel

**Price: 2000RMB/person**

**3000RMB/two person (shared a room)**